1040 TAGITAGI SANGAM SCHOOL
ENGLISH SOLUTION YEAR 4
Comprehension
Answers
1. Greg could not stop crying.
2. He gave him grapes, a green toy, and let him play in the grass.
3. It means to smile.

Topic: Prepositions
Write only one word in each blank space to complete the passage.
What Sam Does Every Morning
Every morning before Sam gets ready for school, he has to do five things. He has to tidy his
bed. He has to sweep the house. He has to iron his clothes, pick up all the rubbish around his
house and tie the goat.
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1040 TAGITAGI SANGAM SCHOOL
WEEK 9 MATHS SOLUTION YEAR 4
Strand: Measurement
Sub- strand: Length /Area
These non- standard units are used to measure length and widths of shapes.
Some of the examples of non-standard units are:

For example if you want to know the length of your hand you can use your hand span to
measure. Arm length can be used to measure the height of the door. Foot, step, or pace can be
used to measure the length of your classroom.
Activity
Now you have to estimate or guess each of these lengths. After guessing then you use one string
to measure the length and then place it on your ruler to know the actual length.

Unit

Distance to measure

Hand span

Length of the coffee
table

Arm length

Height of the window

Step or pace

Length of your
bedroom

Estimate / guess the
length

Check (measure the
actual length )

DEPENDS ON STUDENT’S MEASUREMENT

1040 TAGITAGI SANGAM SCHOOL
WEEK 9 HEALTHY LIVING SOLUTION YEAR 4
Topic: Personal Safety
Sub- topic: Road safety
ROAD RULES
Activity – Choose the correct answer given below to fill in the blanks.

Walk on the right hand Looking left and right before crossing
side of the road

Traffic light crossing

Zebra crossing

Zebra crossing,
Looking left and right before crossing,

Walk on the right hand side of the road,
Traffic light crossing,
Hold hands of adults while walking on the
road.

Hold hands of adults while
walking on the road.

1040 TAGITAGI SANGAM SCHOOL
WEEK 9 SOCIAL STUDIES SOLUTION YEAR 4
Topic: Recreational facilities
The beach front

Activity
1. Why a beachfront is a special place?
A. Tourist spot
B. for relaxation and enjoyment

2. What activities can take place at the beach? List any 2.
A. Boat riding
B. swimming
C. fishing

3. List two ways of keeping beaches free from pollution.
A. Do not throw any kind of rubbish into the sea (wrappers, plastics, diapers, etc.)
B. Clean your mess before departing.
C. Do not use chemicals for catching fish.

